
Living on the River
For more than 10,000 years people have depended on the 
Hillsborough River and Tampa Bay in order to survive. Native 
Americans used the river as a super market, hardware store, 
and highway all rolled into one.  

Below are examples of shells 
common to prehistoric trash 
middens.

What would an archaeologist 
think about your diet if they 
looked through your garbage?

Before the construction of modern roads, waterways like 
the Hillsborough River served as the highways and byways 
for the Tampa Bay area. In prehistoric times, dugout 
canoes carved from pine or cypress logs were used by 
native people to travel from place to place in order to 
trade with neighboring groups and fish in the rich estuaries 
along Tampa Bay.

Preserved in the muck of lake beds or along the shore, 
archaeologists have discovered the preserved 
remains of some of these ancient canoes. One example 
found across the bay at Weedon Island would have 
been over 40 ft long!

The river was also important as a food source for the 
area’s first people. One way we know about the diet of 
the people who lived around Tampa Bay in prehistoric 
times is because of the garbage they left behind. Middens 
or large shell heaps made by people are important to 
archaeologists as a window into the past. 

Oyster, clam, and whelk shells often make up the bulk of 
some middens but smaller artifacts like fish bones are also 
found by archaeologists and are important to under-
standing what prehistoric people were eating around 
Tampa Bay.

Shells and other natural materials were also used by
prehistoric people as tools. Above are replicas of
a fishing net with shell weights, a bone fish hook, and
a shell hammer.

Early inhabitants of the area around the mouth of the
Hillsborough River would have used nets they wove out
of natural fibers to catch fish like catfish, mullet, and
drum.

1564 engraving by Theodore de Bry titled “Industry of the Floridians 
in Depositing Their Crops in the Public Granary” image courtesy of
Florida Photographic Collection.

Late 16th century drawing of Native Americans fishing from a
dugout canoe.


